
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Principal’s Report 2022 



 

 

 

Mel Maria Catholic Primary School 
‘THE CHALLENGE OF A DREAM’  

I would like to commence this report with a little story that I feel encapsulates what we are about here at Mel Maria 
Catholic Primary School. 

There was a man, a parent, who was walking past a construction area. There were several workers engaged in 
various activities, and the man asked three of them the same question, “What are you doing?” 

The first worker replied flippantly,” I’m hauling bricks from one place to another trying not to think about it!” The 
second said, “I’m earning a living the best way I can.” 

And the third answered, “I’m building a great school – a place that will make tomorrow better!” 

As a primary school principal, I can really empathise with the last worker’s appraisal, because I realise only too well 
that here, in this school, we are not just moving children around from one grade to another, we are building for their 
future and building for our future, as well. Here, we are aiming at nurturing the people who will make tomorrow 
better, and I am extremely proud to be part of that. 

As a school, and in particular, a Catholic primary school, we have been given, as parents and educators, one of the 
greatest honours and responsibilities that are bestowed on an individual. We have been entrusted with the privilege 
to help nurture, educate, and form the lives of young people in a way that is in accordance with Gospel values. If we 
were to really look seriously at this task, it may be considered far too overwhelming to even contemplate.  

I am not sure of the origins of the following extract entitled “The Challenge of a Dream”, nonetheless, I feel it reflects 
what we should be striving to achieve as a school community, particularly as we look to the future. 

“Dreams come and go in our lives. Far more die than come to reality. What is it, in us, that allows us to 
let go of our visions, that could create new and wonderful worlds. Why do we easily give in to barriers? 

Why do we let ourselves conform and be satisfied with what is? 
 

Reaching out to dream is risky. It can involve hardship that our imaginations never knew. Our 
comfortableness can so easily be disturbed. But, what beauty, as we accept the challenge of a dream! 

What a precious feeling to be supported, to have others say you can do it,  
we can do it together. 

 
Nothing is beyond our reach, if we reach out together, if we reach out with all the confidence we have, if 
we are willing to persevere even in difficult times and if we rejoice with every small step forward, if we 

dream beautiful dreams that will transform our lives, our world. 

Nothing is impossible if we put aside our careful ways, if we build our dreams with faith – faith in 
ourselves, faith in our students, faith in our staff members, faith in our school families, faith in our 

parishioners and community members and above all, faith in the Lord God in  
whom all things are possible.” 

 

As you are all aware, 2021 – 2022, I was seconded by Catholic Education Western Australia (CEWA) to give an 
‘outsiders’ point of view of the opportunities that existed for Mel Maria. I was to report these findings to the CEWA 
Executive. In the background, there was a team of people looking at the school’s particular situation and what was the 
best way forward for Mel Maria Catholic Primary School. 

We held a Community Information Night, 24 August, where CEWA announced that, commencing in 2024, Mel Maria 
Catholic Primary School will operate as ONE school with:  

• Early Childhood Campus (Pre-K to Year Two) at the Pater Noster Campus 
• Primary Campus (Years Three to Six) at the St Joseph Pignatelli Campus 
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CEWA and others could see the potential in this model as becoming “A Lighthouse School” for the system and the 
potential for other schools to follow this model in future years. This new model aspires to provide a world-class 
education experience for children attending Mel Maria Catholic Primary School. We appreciate that this model was 
not going to suit everyone, and I apologise for this.  We also appreciate there were going to be some “teething” 
problems. However, CEWA felt that this was a unique opportunity for the students, as well as for the staff working at 
Mel Maria, to be part of something that was to be unique. 

Through the process CEWA organised Parent Discovery Sessions (7) facilitated by Imageseven. This gave parents the 
opportunity to ask questions and discuss various aspects of the new model.  We are most grateful to the forty parents 
who participated, giving up their valuable time to be a part of this exciting process. 

Most of the questions and discussions that arose, were around the practical implications of the change as the new 
model is rolled out across the two campuses. We envisage more of these sessions happening next year. We look 
forward to working with all of you over the coming year as we provide the opportunities for our parent community to 
ensure the functionality of the new model is informed and shaped by all in our community. 

Re-imagining the current dual campus will enable Mel Maria Catholic Primary School to truly operate as “one 
school” and retain both its name and reputation. This new model will provide: 

• Four streams of each cohort on the one campus 
• Enhanced student opportunities and relationships 
• Build capacity in students and staff efficacy 
• Appropriate allocation of resources (e.g. junior/primary 

resources) at each campus to further enhance learning 
opportunities 

• Appropriately resourced school libraries designed for each 
campus 

• Opportunities to build cohesion and collaboration across 
each year level is going to provide our students with 
greater opportunity 

• Opportunities for the school to become more financially 
viable. (e.g. three streams instead of four streams 
depending on student numbers) 

 
This new class restructure stands to be an exciting opportunity for Mel Maria and their families. There has certainly 
been positive and negative feedback from parents regarding the new model. Certainly, people in the world of 
education believe it is a wonderful idea, and a concept that is full of a lot of potential. 
 
There is definitely a lot of work for us to do as a school going forward; however, the opportunity to engage with 
parents over the next couple of years and see where we can collectively and genuinely try and solve some of the 
challenges presented by this model, will help us build community. 
 
After numerous conversations with CEWA, members of the community and staff I looked at all possibilities in the best 
interest of the students, parents and staff. The Executive Director, Dr Debra Sayce, determined that the school will 
transition to the new model in 2025, rather than 2024. This will give the community time to prepare for the transition.   
 

Seconded Principal to Substantive Principal 

Parents were informed on the last day of Term 3, that I was appointed as the 
new principal of Mel Maria Catholic Primary School commencing in 2023. This 
was a significant occasion for me personally. A lot of work goes into applying 
for the principalship of a Catholic school. The reason I applied for this position, 
was that I believe in the model and wanted to help guide the school on this 
exciting new “Lighthouse School” development. I am committed to making the 
concept become the reality, and I am excited to be part of this process. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

COVID -19 

Again, administratively this year has been very busy from day one. We have had to deal with a number of issues. The 
school year kicked off with COVID -19 impacting schools from day one. As principals we able to add WA Health 
Officers to our resumes, informing students, families, and staff of their obligations if they had tested positive for 
COVID-19. Initially we were to report the information to WA Health, and they would make contact with the affected 
person, outlying the rules and regulations about what they could and couldn’t do.  

However, they soon realised that they were not able to keep up with the student tracking, so this role then became 
the responsibility of the principal (on top of everything else) to contact the parent and outline their responsibilities 
from there. I cannot THANK Mr Roman Popadynec enough for assistance in the process. I think if Term 1 went for 
another week we, were not going to make it!!! But we did, because we supported one another as a team to get 
through this enormously busy time. 

I would really like to thank all families for their patience and understanding through this period. 

 

LEADERSHIP TEAM 

I would particularly like to make mention and thank the Executive Team of:   
 

Mrs Ros Nichols  
Mrs Joanne Scouler 
Mr Roman Popadynec 
Mrs Cathleen Massimi 
Mr Andy Carr 

 
This year has been a very challenging year for all of us, particularly as an Executive Team. I am so proud of the 
Executive Team (and ALL the staff at Mel Maria) for always being professional, respectful, committed, supportive (of 
me) and dedicated to making Mel Maria the best school it can be. When I watch them go about their work, I can 
certainly see the ‘face of Jesus’ as they move from one issue to the next. 
 
Much of their work goes unrecognised as it happens behind the scenes, after school and on weekends. Thank you, 
Ros, Jo, Roman, Cathleen and Andy for all that you have done for the staff, students, and parents this year. I especially 
want to acknowledge the efforts of Mr Andy Carr. Andy has been a much-valued member of the team and the last 
two years have been a tremendous learning opportunity for him. Andy has decided that he would just rather 
concentrate on his teaching next year, which I fully support. 
 
School Staff 
We are blessed with an amazing staff here at Mel Maria. They are passionate, driven, considerate, nurturing, and 
professional individuals who bring this enthusiasm with them to school each day. They are always willing to go out of 
their way for the students to ensure they are treated with respect and consideration on every occasion. The amount 
of work the staff were doing in first term when COVID-19 was in full-flight was phenomenal. They worked well 
collaboratively and could be relied upon when the pressure was on.  
 
I sit in awe of them (Teachers and 
Educational Assistants) with the effort they 
go in to building relationships with the 
students, to get the best out of them from a 
learning perspective. Each of them cares 
about their role no matter if they are a 
Physical Education Teacher, Kindy 
Education Assistant, or Year 4 teacher. 
To all the staff at Mel Maria Catholic 
Primary School – Thank You. 
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Administration Staff 
These ladies are incredible in the way they go about their work each day. They treat 
each child that comes to their desk with love. They have a special bond with each of 
the children who (regularly) come to the office each day. Running a school our size 
over the two campuses is a challenge, but never do I hear them complain about what 
they have to do or how much they have to do. They don’t waste a minute of their day, 
and for some of them (Mrs Cowcher) this starts  
 
around 5.45am. You have Sylvia looking after the Pater Noster Campus single 
handedly and Maree who ensures that our enrolment data is accurate and on time. 
Maree also helps with the newsletter each fortnight. They work efficiently as a team 
and have a wonderful rapport with the staff. 
 
So, to Cathy Cowcher, Maree Passmore, Sylvia Tamigi, and Mardi Dodgson, Thank You 
 
I wanted to make special mention of Mrs Mardi Dodgson for her efforts as Business Manager overseeing the finances 
of the school, at this point in time. This is an enormous job, made even more complex with the dual campus 
arrangement and the announcement of the new model. Mardi certainly puts a lot of extra time into the school, and 
this year she has also taken on the role of School Advisory Council Treasurer. Thank You, Mardi. 
 
Parish Priests 
There is a very strong relationship between the school and both the parishes of St Joseph’s Pignatelli and Pater 
Noster.  This has been the case for many years and this bond is apparent to the wider community.  The sacramental 
program is testament to the way the school and parishes work together in harmony for the sake of the children and 
families. 
 
I recognise and thank Fr Don Kettle and Fr Joseph Lee, as well as Deacon John Kiely for all that they have contributed 
to the school and parish communities. We are very fortunate to have two priests and a deacon that are so invested in 
the school. I thank each of them for the way in which they readily make themselves available to the students and staff 
and are a pleasure to work with in all aspects of school and parish life. We thank each of them for their time, effort 
and support this year.  

 

WITH THANKS 

I want to acknowledge and thank our two Parent Representative bodies, namely the School Advisory Council and the 
P&F Association. I sincerely thank the members of the School Advisory Council for their dedication, professionalism, 
support and advice. Each member of the council has been a pleasure to work with over the course of the year. All 
members are motivated to provide the best opportunities for our children and #MakingADifferenceEveryday at Mel 
Maria Catholic Primary School.  

This year I would like to acknowledge the efforts of Mr Campbell Brown – the School Advisory Council Chair. 
Campbell’s time on the council has come to completion, but I personally want to thank Campbell, first and foremost, 
for being the first member of the community who welcomed me to the school. As Council Chair, Campbell brought a 
lot of knowledge and clarity to the Council having worked as a member of the Executive Teams (Leadership) in at least 
two of our Secondary Catholic Colleges. I also thank Campbell for the support he has offered me over the past two 
years. 

Nicola Thompson’s time on the School Advisory Council has come to an end. We thank Nicola for her level of 
professionalism, knowledge and always putting the students first in any decision made at this level.  

I thank each of them for this ‘extra’ commitment and for their support both professionally and personally.  

I would like to recognise the School Advisory Council of 2022 and all the Council Members:  

Mr Campbell Brown   Board Chairperson 
Fr Don Kettle    Parish Priest 
Deacon John Keily   Pater Noster 
Mrs Mardi Dodgson   Treasurer 



 

 

 

Mrs Nicola Thompson   Council Member 
  Mrs Monique Strauss   Council Member  
  Mr Anthony Chillino   Council Member 
  Mr Michael Ballem   P&F Representative    

Mrs Ros Nichols    Head of Campus ~ Ex-officio 
Mrs Joanne Scouler   Head of Campus ~ Ex-officio 
Mr Paul Hille    School Principal 

 
 
 
P&F Executive Committee 
I would also like to acknowledge our Parents & Friends committee who have assisted throughout the year and 
provided the school with $78,000 so we could purchase new sports tents, resources for Reading, Science, 
Mathematics, Health and new interactive projectors and whiteboards for the middle and upper primary classes. This 
has been an enormous effort.  
 
The Executive team comprising of: 
 

Mr Michael Ballem   President  
Mr Dan Gasper   Vice President 
Mrs Tanya Wood   Treasurer 
Mr Brad Smith    Secretary 

Involvement, dedication, and commitment of both these parent representative bodies, ensures that high quality 
resources are available for our students. Many thanks to all who have worked and supported the school in any way. I 
thank you all for your generous spirit. It has been a pleasure working with both groups. The extra time they give to 
Mel Maria Catholic Primary School is exceptional and greatly appreciated.  

 
Staff Farewells 
The end of a school year also is a time where we have to say a few goodbyes to members of the community. To the 
staff members that are leaving at the conclusion of 2022: 
 
  Miss Laura Henshall     Year 1 PN 
  Miss Jane Sparrow     Year 3 SJP 
  Mr Jacob Rees      Year 6 SJP 
  Miss Olivia Boyle    Education Assistant PN 
  Mrs Pam Rimmer   Education Assistant SJP 
   

 
Thank you for all that you have contributed towards the development of this school. Thank you for your service and 
your efforts with the students. I wish you all, every happiness for the future. 
 
 
Parent Helpers and Volunteers 
To all our parents - a huge THANK YOU for your continued support and assistance. From working in the library, in 
classrooms, on excursions, in the canteen, as members of committees or assisting in whatever capacity, your 
commitment to the children of Mel Maria is very much appreciated. I congratulate you on the way you have raised your 
children – they are a delight. We are fortunate indeed to have such a marvellous, dedicated, and caring community. 

To the families leaving us this year, we wish you the very best for the future and thank you for being a part of our Mel 
Maria family. We pray your lives continue to be blessed.  
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Children 
I never cease to be amazed at the enthusiasm, perseverance and love of life displayed by our 
children. To see the endeavour, the smiles and hear the laughter as you make your way around 
our campuses, certainly warms the heart. Thank you, children, for making our days worthwhile 
and rewarding. 
 
 

 

At the conclusion of the year, we farewell our Year 6 children as they leave to further their education at various 
secondary schools. As leaders they have been an exceptional cohort. Always keen to assist, as they have contributed 
greatly to the operation of our school. We are extremely proud of the fine people they have become. We wish them 
every success for the future and remind them they are always welcome at Mel Maria. 

Visitors often make comment regarding the atmosphere / feel of our school. There is no doubt there is a sense of 
friendliness and genuine care as you walk around each campus. I believe Mel Maria is certainly unique and is an 
outstanding school and community within the Catholic tradition. 

Best Wishes 

 

Paul Hille 

Principal 

#MakingADifferenceEveryday 

 
. 

 

 

 

 

Part Two 

C A T H O L I C  I D E N T I T Y  

As a Christ-Centred, student focused Catholic School Community, Mel Maria is called and challenged to be the lived 
expression of our Church’s Vision and Mission within our community and society. 

Mel Maria is a place of “becoming” for each child to 
grow into the person God has gifted them to be. 

 
Our School’s Foundress Catherine McAuley informs and guides our charism.  As the founder of the Mercy Order of 
Sisters, Catherine McAuley, has a significant place of the life of our school and her teachings inform our culture of 
welcome and acceptance for all. The Mercy tradition of welcome and belonging is evident in our interaction within 
and between all Parish and School community members.  



 

 

 

 
 
 
Our school values of Service, Respect, Justice and Compassion are integrated and embedded throughout daily actions 
and interactions. Our Values inform our daily prayers and are highlighted in our Catholic doctrine taught in daily  
Religious Education lessons. These values serve to enhance our commitment to welcome and acceptance of all 
community members and to acknowledge how their gifts contribute to community life. 
 
Christian witness is evident in the way we welcome students and their families. Our School strives to provide a 
climate that is humanly and spiritually enriching for our students and parents. 
 

All schools develop their own soul or character.  
At Mel Maria, we are striving to develop a communal living spirit based on the teachings of Christ. 

 
 
Daily prayers and weekly masses foster and encourage a deep relationship with the Holy Spirit who guides each 
individual and empowers them to play their part within our Church’s mission. 
 
Our school spirit of unity is a visible sign of values lived and practised with each encounter. amongst students, 
teachers, parents and community members.  
 

“Unity is Strength” 
   
Is highlighted through quality relationships and fostered: 
 

• Year Four students buddy with Pre-Primary to mentor and guide them 
• Year Six leaders are Student Mentors on the playground each day 
• Year Six Leaders organise games and activities 

 
Christian Service is lived and given expression through regular participation in  
fundraising for Catholic Charities and organisations. 
 

 
How did I live out the teachings of Jesus today? 

Is a question central to our teaching of Religious Education at Mel Maria? 
 
Practical projects and fundraising provide for those less fortunate in the wider community and opportunities to learn 
how we can respond with co-responsibility to make a collective difference through action. Below are some of the 
organizations that benefit from our collective efforts and community generosity. 
 
Deeper learning was a major focus for Service projects throughout 2022 at Mel Maria.  
Year four students led by their teachers focused on the Ukraine conflict as a fundraising  
focus and involved all students in a Toys for Ukraine sale. Students from all tear levels donated toys to be re-sold. 
Five thousand dollars was raised and donated to Ukraine Refugees. 
 
 
  Year five students were invested as YOUNG VINNIES as part of their service-learning focus for 2022. 
 Learning the history of this Catholic Charity and about its founders has given clarity and focus to their co-ordination 
of Winter appeals and food drives. 
  
  

• Life link Charities of Archdiocese of Perth 
• Caritas 
• St Vincent De Paul 
• St Patricks care Centre Fremantle 
• St Jude’s School. 
• Mercy Care Women’s Shelters 
• Mercy Care 

 
At Mel Maria parents are assisted as first educators of their children in faith as we work with our families and Parishes 
to provide formation experiences that foster and form a lived experience of Christian conscience and virtue. 
Preparation and regular experiences through the word, worship, prayer and religious retreats support parents and 
students to participate fully in parish sacramental celebrations and parish life.  
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• Year level Masses are celebrated each term 
• Father Don and Fr Joseph visit classrooms to talk and to guide our students 
• Pre-Primary students attend Mass with Grandparents and Parents 
• Students in Year Three to Six celebrate the Sacrament of Penance 
• Parish students are encouraged to be Altar Servers at Mass 
• Religious Education letters to parents about current guidelines being taught 

 
Mel Maria students participate in Daily Prayer and Religious Education lessons. Religious Education is assessed, 
graded, and reported on to parents. Our students participate in the  
 
 
Bishops Religious Literacy Assessment each year, in Years Three and Year Five.  Mel Maria students are well prepared 
and consistently perform above the average for schools in Western Australia.  
  
Each classroom provides opportunities for the creation of sacred spaces where symbols and icons have meaning and 
reverence within a shared space.  Children learn to lead and participate in traditional forms of Catholic prayers and 
rituals which enhance Catholic life and culture. 
 
At Mel Maria, we want our students to see beyond the ordinary and awaken the human heart to its own potential.       
 
All relationships within our school community are guided and informed by the Catholic Social Teaching Principals. Our 
commitment to transparency and accountability is evident in our protocols and procedures at all levels of community 
life. We want our students to witness the best practices that community life has to offer and model. 
 

All members of our Mel Maria community 
contribute to our unique spirit as we grow and show our 

students how to be in the world. 
 
Our students witness an agile and responsive Catholic community ready to respond to and to participate with 
confidence in a changing world.  
 
Our student’s participation in Parish life and fostering a close relationship with our parishioners at weekly school 
Masses is a central focus in creating and growing our community in prayer.  Our parish elders leading and teaching 
our students  
The Rosary and the opportunity for students to participate is a celebration of a rich tradition within our Faith.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

E D U C A T I O N  

Early Childhood Education  
Early childhood was identified as a priority this year in our School Improvement Plan, as such an Early Childhood 
Committee was selected to assist in writing our Mel Maria Early Childhood Position Statement. This Position 
Statement includes what we value and believe as a Catholic School, how we embrace the Curriculum and lists 
philosophies fostered to reflect our school’s pedagogical scope within our Pre-Kindergarten to year two co-
educational setting. This is a living document and continues to be developed and updated remaining abreast of best 
practice in Early Childhood. 
 



 

 

 

The ECE Committee have drafted and updated the ECE Position Statement adding four key drivers: Invite, Inquire, 
Inspire and Innovate. For each driver we have listed what We Believe and what We Endevour to achieve 

 

 
 
Inquiry 
Following our Vision for Learning, Mel Maria staff dedicated time to the five teacher practices particularly instructional 
range. To optimise learning staff attended professional development focusing on: 
 

• ‘What's going on in inquiry classrooms' 
• Essential elements of inquiry  
• Inquiry questions 

 
"Students who receive a blend of teacher-directed and inquiry-based instruction achieve the best outcomes." 

Mckinsey & Company (2022) 

 
Continued Focused Between Campus – Teacher Efficacy 

• Continued use of Mel Maria programming templates and daily work pads 
• Assessment folders displaying assessments with rubrics 
• Cluster meetings bi-weekly allowing staff to share ideas, resources and moderate work 
• Collaboration drafting of Mel Maria Handwriting Scope and Sequence 
• Consistent use of Oxford Maths and Mathletics programs across the whole school 

 

Innovation & Technology 
• Use of Electronic Whiteboards 
• OneNote, Teams and Seesaw have been used as digital platforms from years three to six 
• STEM program: Robotics, Animations, Green Screens, iMovies, Spheros, Drones 
• Multi-media presentations: PowerPoint, infographics, Word, Pages, Keynote, PicCollage 
• QR codes were used to house student’s work and displayed at Open Night allowing students to display work, 

record speeches and more 
• Apple Classroom used by staff to monitor iPad use during classes 
• Orbit: access to library recourses for staff and students 

 

Special Needs & Support 
Our Enrichment Program is geared for students who need assistance in Literacy Skills and our Early Intervention 
Program helps us to identify students in Pre-Primary. 
  
We use a range of structured, sequential and evidence based Phonic Programs, such as Sounds Write, MiniLit, MultiLit 
and Repeated Reading for years 1 to 6. 

We also monitor our students through our yearly Standardised Testing /NAPLAN, and track their growth in Reading, 
Spelling and Maths. The data that I have collected from PP show measurable improvements and these students also 
have gained a small bank of ‘high frequency words’ that they can read ‘the fast way’. 

Enrichment SEEDS – Ms Marra 
SEEDS, Students Exceeding and Excelling in Developmental Skills is our academic extension program catering to our 
gifted and talented children from yr1-6. We have approximately 120 students in the program. 
 
It offers multi-aged groups, of like-minded students, across both campuses the opportunities to engage in programs 
that challenge: FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVING, MAG SEEDS, SEEDLINGS, PHILOSOPHY, TOURNAMENT OF THE 
MIND , YOUNG INNOVATORS, WOW SEEDS, MATHS OLYMPIAD and many State and National Competitions. 

Tim Winton –second place winner Rafael Kitson with his piece entitles ‘Snake’. Audrey Taito and Emily Rafala both 
received a highly commended in the Tim Winton writing competition. It is the eighth consecutive year we have had 
students in the top 10 finalists for this competition that has over 1350 entrants. 
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Robotics – Ms Marra & Mr Popadynec 
Mel Maria took three robotic teams to the Robocup Competition held at Curtin Stadium. All three of our teams 
achieved State titles. First and second in the onstage experienced category, second in the novice. 
 
 

Tournament Of The Minds- One Mel Maria TOM SEEDS team made the State finals at this year’s competition. Both 
teams received State HONOURS in their respective disciplines.  

Math’s Olympiad – We had 30 students participate in this National competition with Ashton Smythe 
being our award winner achieving in the top 10% in Australia.  

Science – Mrs Cannell 
It was a fabulously fun year of science! Many hands on and group activities were part of lessons! All 
four areas of science were covered in each year level from Chemical, Biology, Physical and Earth and 
Space.  We made sherbet and added moisture to create a reaction, inflated balloons through chemical 
change, melted chocolate with heat, and explored absorption. We grew plants, classified animals, researched animal 
adaptations and investigated blubber. In Physical science we made Insulator devices, explored  
 
friction and speed using ramps and cars. We experimented with light reflection and made electric circuits. We 
celebrated Science Week with the theme – Glass: more than meets the eye. Students had opportunities to use 
binoculars, telescopes and microscopes and made kaleidoscopes. We created light bulbs and fibre optic cables.  
With the count down for the end of the year on we got straight into Earth and Space science. We experimented on 
how the solar system formed, created sundials, made the rock cycle using chocolate, and explored tectonic plates with 
candy bars. Many of us are now considering science as a career in the future! 

Health – Mrs Cottino 
Students from years three to six have enjoyed Health as a specialist subject for the first time in 2022.  
 
Through our lessons, children have gained an understanding, and the necessary skills to lead healthy, safe, and active 
lives. Students have learnt about themselves and the actions and activities that keep them healthy and safe including 
healthy eating, the benefits of physical activity and safety. 

Other topics have included feelings, family, friendship, and bullying. In the lower years, the focus is on dealing with 
changes in friendships, while in the senior years we have explored the changes associated with puberty. Lessons are 
all age appropriate and taught through a Catholic lens.  

Our students are encouraged to participate in respectful relationships in different contexts which include at school, at 
home and in the classroom. Dealing with conflict in relationships and strategies to promote positive thinking and a 
growth mindset have been eagerly received by all the students.  

With the growing awareness of the impact of good mental and physical health on the wellbeing of our children, our 
students are truly fortunate to be receiving Health as a specialist subject here at Mel Maria. 

Japanese – Miss Cooper 
At Mel Maria, students from Year 2 – 6 participate in a Japanese lesson each week.  A range of topics are covered 
over the four terms, with students building each year on their previous knowledge.  Over their five years of learning 
Japanese, students become proficient in the Japanese Hiragana alphabet, are confident in delivering Japanese 
speeches about themselves and learn basic communication skills so that they can interact with one another.  
 
The Japanese program is enhanced by interactive experiences which encourage maximum participation for all 
students.  The annual origami incursion and Hyogo excursion are highlights of the Mel Maria school calendar. They 
give opportunities for participation in cultural activities such as calligraphy and origami, as well as interacting in the 
Japanese language and eating authentic Japanese food. 

Students have many opportunities throughout the year to engage in art and craft activities that have enhance their 
understanding of Japanese culture.  From creating koi fish with dye, to traditional Japanese toys and hanging scrolls, 
students have a great deal of fun while experiencing integrated learning. Our artistic creations were on display at the 
2022 Mel Maria Open Night. 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
HASS in the Bibool Miya (Library) - Mrs Cooper 
Mel Maria Bibool-miya (library) is a learning space that is #MakingADifferenceEveryday. During HASS lessons the 
kurrlongurs (children) learn Kaartdijin (Noongar knowledge).  The library (Bibool-miya) shares the kaartdijin of the 
Wadjuk Noongar people through acknowledging the First Nations People of Australia and sharing the richness of their 
culture, history and care of the land. We acknowledge and commemorate Aboriginal significant dates and promote, 
stories, language, songs, art, bush walks, and dance. The children learn the importance of the Noongar people’s 
connection to land (boodja); their family (moort) and knowledge (kaartdijin) of country through songlines. 

The library HASS lessons also foster respect and ‘Care for our Common Home’ Laudato Si by acting locally and 
thinking globally, focusing on caring for our planet; demonstrating the importance of understanding our impact on the 
environment; and modelling effective responsible Wastewise behaviours aimed at changing attitudes towards what is 
considered ‘Waste’. 

In the Bibool-miya we urge students to Rethink, Reduce, Repair, Reuse, and Recycle to ensure less waste goes directly 
to landfill. Students developing environmentally aware attitudes, habits, and values through reading quality curated 
fiction and non-fiction texts with the theme of sustainability; teaching research skills focusing on caring for our planet; 
demonstrating the importance of understanding our impact on the environment; and modelling effective responsible 
Wastewise behaviours aimed at changing attitudes towards what is considered” Waste”. 
 
Information Literacy – borrowing in the library (Bibool miya) Mrs Cooper 

Mel Maria Catholic Primary School Libraries provide inviting environments that promote a love of literature, 
encourage reading for pleasure and information and inspire children to become readers for life. The library’s well-
resourced collection supports the curriculum and encourages the development of information literate students.  The 
library subscribes to numerous online resources, allowing children to have access to a reliable and trustworthy source 
of information from school and home. 

Sport – Mr John 
It was another busy year of Physical Education at Mel Maria, despite COVID-19 preventing us from being able to 
participate in Interschool Swimming. In their weekly Physical Education lessons, our students have been involved in a 
broad range of sports such as cricket, soccer, football, basketball, volleyball, badminton, tee ball, athletics, minor games 
and tennis, as well as Sport Education units in AFL 9s and ultimate frisbee. An emphasis on 
having a go and making learning fun, students have embraced the programs 
wholeheartedly. 
 
In our school-based carnivals, the honours were shared evenly between two factions. 
Green were the victorious team in our Faction Swimming Carnival in Term Two, and they 
followed that effort up with another winning performance at the Faction Cross Country 
Carnival later that term. Blue maintained their dominance in the field of athletics, claiming 
the Sports Day and Track and Field titles again this year. A huge thank you to all the staff involved in these days 
which make them a fun, competitive experience for the students, and well done to the students on all their efforts 
during these carnivals. 

In 2022, we only participated in three interschool competitions due to swimming being cancelled due to numerous 
schools cancelling their swimming carnivals. Our Year Six students had a fantastic day at the sunny Winter Carnival, 
selecting one sport from football, soccer and netball to play against seven other schools form the Catholic Primary 
School Sports Association. Early in Term Three, a Mel Maria team set out to defend our Cross-Country title for a 
second consecutive year. In a very close finish, we finished first and third respectively in the Boys and Girls Aggregate 
Shields and fell narrowly short of winning the overall shield in another strong performance. The year’s last carnival, 
the ‘A’ Division Athletics Carnival, saw us finish fourth overall and third in both the Boys and Girls Aggregate Shields. 
While we were disappointed to finish fourth after winning three in a row, the top four schools were only split by 140 
points in total which was an amazingly close result. We look forward to coming back next year and improving on our 
positions in all carnivals. Well done to all students who represented the school this year and thank you to the staff 
who were involved in supporting our competitors during these carnivals. 
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Music - Mr Murphy 
There were times when it sounded gentle, blurring, resonant, drifting, rushing, glittering, 
mellow, sharp and crystal clear all at the same time!!  
 
In any case loads of musical fun was had by everyone in 2022!! There were bands, choirs, 
guitars, pianos, singing soloists & electronic sounds!! 

At school we created whole class bands and sang, danced, and played melodies and rhythms from around the globe.  

An engaging part of the Year 5 & 6’s music program in 2022 has been our exploration of the ‘Garage Band’ music 
‘app’. The students wrote their own songs and created versions of pop songs on real instruments. 

We combined singing, harp, guitar, ukulele, violin, xylophone, djembe drums and formed colourful music ensembles 

with the Year 4 classes. They learnt a variety of folk songs such as ‘Zazu’, ‘La Bamba’, ‘Cielito Lindo’ and ‘Banuwa’!  

The PN & SJP students performed their songs to a supportive audience at the ‘Catholic Performing Arts Festival’ and 
again at Mel Maria’s ‘Open Night’.  

‘Certificates of Merit’ were awarded to two of our Year 4 classes by the P. Arts Committee in the ‘Instrumental 
Ensemble Section’ of the festival.  

On Friday 28th May, all the Mel Maria Year 3 students were lucky enough to see the magical story of ‘Leon and the 
Place Between’ at the Perth Concert Hall. With a thrilling musical setting from Paul Rissmann and backed by 80 
musicians from the West Australian Symphony Orchestra it was the perfect musical experience! 

Liturgical singing is an important part of our musical experience at Mel Maria. 

We regularly learn new hymns and practice a repertoire that reflects the liturgical seasons of the year. This has 
enriched our masses and helped to make the experience a more meaningful one for everyone at the school. 

We are lucky to have an inspirational group of musical tutors that visit the school. Students can learn; piano, violin, 

guitar, singing and percussion!  Once again, we thank them for their direction and their dedication. 

The Mel Maria School Choir rehearsed every Wednesday morning (even in the depths of winter) and led the 
congregation at all of the Sacraments throughout the year. They also performed at School Assemblies, the Year 6’s 
Graduation and Carols Night. This could not have happened without the skill and passion of Mrs Genevieve Sumich, 
Mrs Tricia Spencer and the support of parents.   

 
DRAMA – Tonya Blair 
Drama is highly beneficial to children in many ways. Firstly, Drama builds confidence. The children are encouraged to 
participate and express their creative ideas in an interactive and nurturing setting, even the shyest of children enjoy 
expressing themselves through Drama. Learning to act can help children to develop their speech and communication 
skills. During Drama children are given the opportunity to take on different persona’s which helps them to develop 
their vocabulary, projection and expression. Drama encourages teamwork and collaboration. Learning how to work 
together as individuals is an important skill they will use for the rest of their lives. Finally, Drama is FUN! The children 
experience great enjoyment as we are always laughing together, trust is built, and friendships grow from working 
collectively. 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C O M M U N I T Y  

 
 
Communication and Marketing  
In 2022, the Leadership Team and Marketing committee have 
continued to diligently work to improve Mel Maria’s online 
presence engaging the community and building an awareness of 
the teaching and learning that occurs at Mel Maria.   
 
 
 
The use of LocalReach, Facebook, Instagram, Open Night, SEESAW and an Online School Newsletter has continued 
to share our Mel Maria story with the community attracting new enrolments throughout the school.  Feedback from 
interviews has identified that ‘word of mouth’ and new families viewing our content on social media are encouraging 
families to enrol. 
 
With the announcement of the new model for Mel Maria, ‘imageseven’ was employed to conduct discovery sessions 
to gather feedback and identify concerns to assist in shaping the way forward. These sessions will continue in 2023, 
focussing on key areas where families can contribute to the future vision of Mel Maria. 

 
In 2023, the school also aims to employ a marketing officer to assist with promoting the new vision for Mel Maria. 
 
School Events  
Creating a vibrant and involved school community is at the forefront of all our school events.  The Leadership 
Teamwork continue to collaborate with the Parents and Friends to coordinate events that bring a sense of belonging 
and celebration to our community.    
 
In 2023, we will continue to liaise with the Parents and Friends Association to streamline communication and work 
together to purchase new furniture for the Years 3-6 pod areas to creates engaging learning environments to enhance 
learning. 
 
Below is a list of School Events that have unified and celebrated the successes of our students. 
 

• Mother’s Day Morning Tea 
• EDU Dance 
• Athletics Carnival 
• Track and Field 
• Swimming Carnival – Years 3-6 
• Father’s Day Breakfast 
• School Disco 
• Billy Carts Day– Year 6  
• Open Night 
• Mercy Market Day 
• Grandparent’s Day 
• Colour Run 
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S T E W A R D S H I P  

 
Staffing 
This year we identified the need for an extra specialist teacher.  Mrs Edwina Cottino has come on board to focus on 
the Health Curriculum across Years Three to Six classes on both campuses.  The school now has specialists in the 
following learning areas: 

• Health and Physical Education 
• Science 
• Health 
• Technologies 
• Mathematics 
• Languages -Japanese 
• Humanities and Social Sciences 
• The Arts – Music & Drama 

 
Extra specialist programs cover 

• Gifted & Talented 
• Support 
• Library / Aboriginal Education 

 
Professional Development 
Staff have participated in a minimum of eighty hours of professional development this year. Sessions have taken place 
on pupil free days, during holidays and afterschool where staff have given up their own time. The required Religious 
Education Accreditation and ongoing renewal has been completed by all staff.  
 
In addition, staff have also engaged in the following professional learning opportunities throughout the year 
 

• Quality Catholic Education Framework 
• School Improvement 
• Code of Conduct  
• Staff Wellbeing 
• Inquiry 
• High Order Thinking through Questioning 
• Child Safe Framework 
• Spiritual Growth and Formation through Mercy Charism  
• Keeping Safe Program 
• Mandatory Reporting 
• Diabetic Training 
• Apple Training Accreditation 

 
All courses meet the requirements for the Teacher Registration Board of WA registration process.  
 
During 2022, we have analysed and compared data to identify areas of strength and need. This data provides valuable 
information which will assist us in identifying strengths and opportunities for further improvement. 

School Fees 
As with last year, payment of school fees can be made by direct debit, in person, credit card or Bpay. Parents have 
been encouraged to pay fees by a payment plan and spread their payments over instalments throughout the year as 
follows: 
   

• 1 annual payment, 
• 3 term payments,  



 

 

 

• 8 monthly payments, or 
• 16 fortnightly payments 

  
Currently 80% of families utilise the payment plan option. This is a 5% increase from last year.  The goal is to have all 
families on one of the payment plans. 
 
 
School Budgets 
One of the goals for 2022 has been for staff to be responsible for their own class or learning budget. This year there 
has been more accountability for classroom and excursion spending and the majority of teachers have kept 
expenditure within their budget 
 
School Facilities/Resources 
This year we have completed the rollout of the new interactive equipment in the Pre-Primary to Year 6 classrooms. 
All the old smartboards and projectors have been replaced with conventional whiteboards and interactive projectors. 
The new equipment provides the best of two worlds. Teachers can use the whiteboards traditionally with whiteboard 
markers or use the interactive pen and multimedia resources to help extend and develop learning in the classrooms. 
All projectors have been connected to Apple TVs which enable teachers and students to remotely connect to the 
projectors with iPads or apple laptops. Thank you to the P&F for providing the funds for the new equipment.  

The projector and screen in the Pater Noster Hall have been replaced with a larger screen and more powerful 
projector. 

The school has purchased four new sports tents displaying the school’s name and hash tag. We now have six new 
tents which were used for sports carnivals and other events throughout the year. Thank you to the P&F for their 
support in purchasing the equipment. 

Other resources have been purchased for the library, HASS, Science, Reading books, STEAM and other learning areas. 

 
 
Environmental Stewardship  
In alignment with the State Government policy contained in Western Australia’s Plan for Plastics, the school has 
phased out all single-use plastic bowls, cups, plates, cutlery, stirrers, straws, and polystyrene food containers. 
Regarding helium balloon releases, this practice was banned over the past years, due to environmental concerns 
raised by Year Six students. 
 
NAPLAN 
This year the Year Three and Five students completed 
the NAPLAN assessment. Most of the assessments were 
completed online, except the Year Three Writing which 
was entered on paper.  
 
The overall results for 2022 NAPLAN provided evidence 
that the cohort, on average, have achieved better than 
average for CEWA schools and Nationally in Numeracy, 
Reading, Grammar and Punctuation, Spelling and Writing.  
 
Bishop Religious Literacy Assessment (BRLA) 
All the Year Three and Five students participated in the BRLA assessment in August this 
year. The test is based on the Religious Education guidelines and was composed of two 
sections – multiple choice and short answer. As with NAPLAN, Mel Maria students 
achieved higher results than the CEWA average for all schools in the state. 
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Part Three 

P R I O R I T I E S  F O R  2 0 2 3  

Catholic Identity 
• Enhance our school values of Compassion, Respect, Justice and Respect 
• Extend Faith Formation opportunities for Staff through Scripture study of Gospel of Matthew 
• Providing Faith Formation experiences for parents of Sacramental Students in collaboration with Parish 
• Extension of Young Vinnies projects of Service through Action Program 
• Life Link Agencies to visit school to speak with Students about: MAKING A DIFFERENCE THROUGH 

ACTION 
 
Education 

• Finalise ECE Position Statement 
• Create authentic play-based environment Pre-K -2 
• Create engaging 21 century environments  
• Review Scope and Sequence in Mathematics and Literacy  
• Continue implementation of inquiry-based learning in classrooms 

 
Community  

• Invest in core marketing tools so the Mel Maria brand for excellence continues to grow 
• Initiate community events that spread the Good News of Mel Maria into the wider community 
• Expand the marketing team from the Advisory Council members and Leadership team to staff members 

across both campuses 
• Initiate community events that spread the Good News of Mel Maria into the wider community 

 
 
Stewardship 

• Staff Stewardship - Faith development for staff a professional learning day has been set aside to allow staff 
the  

                 opportunity to further develop their knowledge, faith and understanding of Catholicism 
• Financial Stewardship - All families to sign up to one of the payment options  
• Capital Planning, Development and Maintenance – Work closely with the Capital Development Team at 

CEWA in the planning and rollout of minor works on both campuses. 
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